Reproducibility of reference tissue quantification of dynamic contrast-enhanced data: comparison with a fixed vascular input function.
Reference tissues are currently used to analyse dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) data. The assessment of tumour response to treatment with anti-cancer drugs is a particularly important application of this type of analysis and requires a measure of reproducibility to define a level above which a significant change due to therapy can be inferred. This study compares the reproducibility of such quantification strategies with that found using a published, group-averaged uptake curve. It is shown that reference tissue quantification gives poorer reproducibility for most parameters than that found using a group-averaged plasma curve (a change in K(trans) of greater than 41.8% and 16.4% would be considered significant in the two approaches, respectively), but successfully incorporates some of the variability observed in plasma kinetics between visits and provides vascular input functions that, across the group, are comparable with the group-averaged curve. This study therefore provides an indirect validation of the methodology.